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Welcome to the beautiful and culturally rich, historic port
City of Southampton - home of FigFlex Southampton.
Our centre is perfectly located directly opposite Southampton
Central Train Station and a 10 minute walk from the heart of the
city itself, where you will find both the historic and the ultra-modern.
The City is a thriving tourist and business hub with excellent links
to the wider UK and Europe via land, air and sea.
Coining the title of one of the UK’s most entrepreneurial
cities, FigFlex Offices is bringing the future of flexible
workspaces into the heart of this incredible City.
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FigFlex
opening hours

9:00am - 5:30pm, Monday - Friday

Boost your business

Centre Manager - Rachel Petty
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Southampton

Whether you’re looking to escape the monotony of working from home, need to accommodate your
growing business or interested in adopting a hybrid working solution, whatever you and your business
needs, FigFlex Southampton has got you covered.
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• Reception opening hours - 9:00am - 5:30pm

• Bicycle storage & parking available

• 24 hour access

• Locker storage

• 14 office suites (3 – 12 workstations)

• Glass fronted offices

• Open plan co-working area

• Meeting room – holds 6/8 person

• Kitchen & breakout area

• Virtual offices

• Showers

• 24/7 building CCTV in operation

Second floor
Frobisher House, Southampton
14 office suites plus coworking space, meeting room and break out area
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Mayflower meeting room
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Admin office

*Images indicative of final fit-out
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Serviced
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Your FigFlex serviced office
what to expect
Home

There are tons of advantages that come with getting your own serviced office with FigFlex.
Here are just some of them…
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All the gear, right here
Your FigFlex office comes with everything you
need to get going right away, from desks and
chairs to Wi-Fi and telephones

Cool city centre location
You’ll find us on the 2nd floor of Frobisher House,
Nelson Gate, Southampton, SO15 1GX
opposite Southampton Central Train Station

Cool, clean and connected
We’ll take care of the cleaning and the
superfast broadband, keeping you
connected and presentable.

Flexible deals to suit your business
We prefer to kindle long-lasting relationships
but your business can have a FigFlex serviced
office for as little as three months

Around-the-clock access
Sometimes, business flows beyond the
standard 9-to-5:30, so FigFlex lets you do
what you need to do whatever the hour

Meeting room space when you need it
Need to meet a client? Want to collaborate with
your team or perhaps you need a serious
moment? We’ve got you covered.

Bye bye bills
Never open another utility bill again – all
your heating, power and additional call
charges will be lumped into your licence,
one less thing to worry about

We’re here to support you
We’ll do everything we can to make your
business succeed and our in-house business
development team can advise on everything
from funding to marketing
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Coworking
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Freelancers, remote workers and start-ups
aren’t always in a position to occupy a serviced
office and that’s where our coworking option
shows its worth. Maybe you’re a team of one
that thrives on social interaction. Or you’re just
starting out and need space for your small
team to get together.
Either way, renting workstations in our
shared spaces is a practical
solution that unlocks a range
of professional and personal benefits.

like-minded professionals. Become part of
a friendly and vibrant business community
through FigFlex!
Aside from benefiting from having a place to
focus, you’ll have the opportunity to build up
contacts and connections within the FigFlex
community that not only foster creativity and
encourage partnerships, but allow you to share
knowledge and continually learn from each
other’s challenges and successes.

As a FigFlex coworking member, you can set
down your laptop at a desk amongst other
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Coworking package benefits
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Reliable high speed
WiFi Connection

Complimentary
tea & coffee

Dedicated desk for
your personal use

Use of breakout
spaces

Part of the FigFlex
business community

Option to hire
meeting room space
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Meet greet repeat
Meeting rooms are where the magic happens! Some of the best ideas have been birthed
through collaboration and teamwork so we encourage partnerships wherever we can.

Home

Whether you’re holding a staff meeting, presenting to potential investors, or catching up with
a client, hosting your gathering in a room dedicated to your business purpose is the best
way to do it.
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awesome

In our meeting room, you can expect:
Keep your staff or clients engaged for longer with these fantastic meeting room benefits
• Wi-Fi to keep all attendees connected
• Refreshments to stave off those mid-meet munchies – we can get lunch in too*
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• A flatscreen TV with Click Share Technology to get your teams collaborating naturally and more effectively
• A flipchart for when it’s easier to simply scribble out your ideas.

mid-meet

One, two, free

munchies?

Anyone can book a meeting room whether you’re already part of the FigFlex family or simply fancy hiring a
sleek and spacious room to conduct your business in. What’s more, for every two meeting rooms you book,
you can book a third at no extra cost!
The hourly rate for booking our meeting rooms decreases the longer you’re in there. Whether it’s an hour or
for the entire day, we’re easy; just let us know how long you need the room and we’ll take care of the rest.
Mayflower Meeting Room
*additional cost applied for catering

up to 8 people

£30 per hour

£95 half day

£180 full day

Virtual offices
Gain a presence in new cities and win more business
with a virtual office.
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Of course, once you’ve cracked the market and are ready to expand into a
serviced office, we can help to facilitate a seamless move.
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For organisations looking to gain a foothold in a new location, a virtual office is an
easy-to-trial option. Our virtual office services provide you with a postal address
and phone number that link your business to a premium city centre location,
without having to pay the overheads of a physical office. You’ll still benefit from
the administrative support that you’d expect from a traditional office, with call
answering and mail forwarding handled by our experienced team.
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With a FigFlex virtual office, you get:
• A professional business address and phone number
• Mail forwarding

Testimonials

• Call answering
• To trial run your business in new areas with minimal risk
Make an enquiry

Remote working
fixed address
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It’s good to talk and it’s even better with FigFlex’s cost-effective telephony packages.
Imagine stepping into your FigFlex office for the first time and all the necessary
phones are already in place and ready to call.
For just £25 a month, we’ll fix you up with a handset,
direct dial number, and as many local and national calls as your
digits can dial.
• A sleek SpliceCom desktop IP phone handset
• Your own direct dial number
• Free UK calls*
*includes 3,000 minutes, subject to fair usage policy
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Interested?
Ready to take the next step?
Click the enquire button below to get in
touch with one of our friendly team.
Enquire today

Getting
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Solid speedy connectivity is key to the
success of any business and at FigFlex,
we can guarantee superfast broadband to
keep your company’s productivity pumping.
Everyone at FigFlex can jump on our
shared Wi-Fi service at absolutely no cost.
Every month, every user gets 5GB to play
with, and we only ask for a £1.95 surcharge
for each extra GB consumed beyond that
5GB allocation.
Additionally, our dedicated connections
can offer an uncontended service with
symmetrical upload/download speeds,
starting from £99 a month.*

Shared
speeds
Up to 10MB - £99

The Area

20MB - £149
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30MB - £199

FigFlex technology

Free shared
Wi-Fi

Superfast
broadband

Conference
call facilities

Virtual
offices

Clickshare
technology

Printing
services

50MB - £249
100MB - £299
*after a £99 set-up fee
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At FigFlex, our passion for business stretches
beyond simply delivering amazing office
space; we’re also eager to drive your
company towards your goals.

Our business development specialist knows
grants inside out and if there’s any financial
assistance to be had, they’ll be able to
direct you towards obtaining it.

That’s why we have our in-house business
development consultant on hand to point
out where the cogs of your company can
be greased.

Clients are able to book business
development sessions too.
We’re confident you’ll gain
tons of useful insight, gaining
an impartial perspective on your
business and advice on how you
can finetune your everyday operations.

With literally hundreds of grants available
throughout the UK, finding the right one
for your business can be a struggle, and
that’s where FigFlex can help out.
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Talking about boosting your business, if you’re riding solo, working from home or just need a
break from the regular office, our coworking space is here for you. Our refreshing, collaborative
spaces are designed to inspire and motivate, helping to ensure that you stay at the top of your game.
While encouraging a healthy work life balance, coworking spaces thrive off community and social
interaction, making it easier for you to form those all important business connections - not to mention
the possibility of cultivating a new friendship or two along the way!
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If you’re wanting to take your business to the next level, get in touch with our friendly team
and let us help create the perfect office solution for you.

Enquire today

Staying safe
Safety and security is a high priority at FigFlex and we’ve adopted an even
stronger approach on hygiene and staying safe too.
We provide our clients with a safe, secure and clean environment so you
get the most out of your working day, without any hassle.
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Security
• Key fob entry on the main doors
• 24/7 CCTV surveillance in key spots
• Staffed reception with a friendly
face on the front desk from from 9am to
5:30pm on weekdays
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Health & Safety
• Weekly fire safety checks
• Regular risk assessment tests
• Free full health & safety induction for all
new clients
Hygiene
• Regular cleaning and sanitising of offices,
meeting rooms and communal areas
• Sanitiser dotted at regular intervals
throughout our FigFlex centres
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Southampton Central Train Station

5

St Mary’s Stadium

9

Ocean Cruise Terminal

2

Mayflower Theatre

6

Ocean Village

10

Port of Southampton

3

Seacity Museum

7

Westquay Shopping Centre

11

Southampton Harbour Hotel & Spa

4

Watts Park

8

Tudor House & Garden

12

Mountbatten Retail Park
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“… from the offices and kitchen to the meeting rooms and breakout spaces,
it makes it really easy to meet with clients face to face. The flexibility of the
spaces and the contracts also make it ideal for small businesses.”
Jimmy Braimah, Goodtalent UK
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“I chose FigFlex because of how the offices looked. The clean and
professional layout creates a really nice place to work and as someone
who is motivated by their surroundings, I find I can work ten times
better in a place like this.”
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Olivia Crabtree, Small Business Handbook
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It’s time to take a look around.

Talk it out

Contact us below to set up a tour of our serviced offices with a member of our friendly FigFlex team.

Getting online
I want to see FigFlex in the flesh

Boost your business
Staying safe
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We could go on and on but that’s pretty much FigFlex in a nutshell.
We’re excited about welcoming you to FigFlex and helping your business enjoy the benefits made possible thanks to flexible workspace.
Hopefully, we’ve covered all the key areas but if there are any niggling questions, get in touch and we’d be happy to clarify any points.
FigFlex Southampton, 2nd Floor Frobisher House, Nelson Gate, Southampton, SO15 1GX
T: 0238 144 9644

